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option for motivated teachers.
Rather than seeking literature or
case studies in which integration is
already present, Lovenduski shows
how a careful teacher may synthesize
the feminist and non-feminist ap-
proaches within a particular course
or module. Lovenduski has, of
course, done this in her own re-
search and scholarship; here she
shows how any teacher can do this
in the classroom. She presents the
cases of Britain and former West
Germany. A third strategy is pre-
sented by Sonja Elison who has in-
corporated into her classroom some
participatory exercises that enrich
students perceptions of the impor-
tance of gender as a concept in po-
litical science. She describes three
ways by which students can be drawn
into the discussion of women and
politics.

Christine Di Stefano provides the
viewpoint of a feminist theorist on
integrating gender into the general
political science curriculum. She dif-
ferentiates between the concepts of
gender, women, and feminism to
indicate that while gender and poli-
tics research is not necessarily done
by individuals with feminist goals, its
application in the classroom poten-
tially helps answer the question of
how to make democracy more "ac-
cessible" and "safe" for women. Di
Stefano's essay closes our discussion
by placing the concrete act of main-
streaming gender into the broader
perspective of theory and practice;
hence she provides a roadmap for
those who choose to pursue this
challenging but worthwhile en-
deavor.

These articles are not intended to

be a critique of political science so
much as a practical guide to the
challenges, benefits, and pitfalls of
introducing gender into political sci-
ence courses that particularly focus
on contemporary Western European
politics. They demonstrate some of
the drawbacks of using published
research in the classroom—although
all the authors argue that the draw-
backs are outweighed many benefits.
The articles also give practical advice
on the incorporation of such mate-
rial, from Eliason's careful case con-
structed from Scandinavian welfare
state literature and Lovenduski's dis-
cussion of the case of participation
to Elison's hands-on approach.3 As
Di Stefano suggests, the most impor-
tant benefit of integration gender
into teaching European politics is its
impact on our understanding of both
the concept and the reality of late
twentieth century democracies.

Politics see Kenney (1996). The CWES at the
University of Washington has begun a collec-
tion of 'gendered' syllabi across the disciplines
in European Studies (for more information,
contact John Keeler, Director).

Notes
1. Thanks go to the Center for West Euro-

pean Studies at the University of Washington,
the Meyer Fund at Washington State Univer-
sity, the Division of Governmental Studies
and Services and the Department of Political
Science/Criminal Justice Program at Washing-
ton State University for generous funding.
John Keeler's (Director, CWES) encourage-
ment and support as well as Katherine Kittel's
(Associate Director) help with making local
arrangements were crucial to the success of
this project. Leslie Eliason, Christine Di Ste-
fano, Dorothee Wierling and Caroline Wei-
dmar also played key roles in the workshop.
Finally, we would like to extend our gratitude
to the regional participants who made this
workshop truly worthwhile.

2. See Christine Di Stefano's article below
for a discussion of definitions of gender.

3. For syllabi collections in Gender and
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Gender and European Politics: The Limits of Integration

Dorothy McBride Stetson, Florida Atlantic University

A n instructor who integrates gender
into a course on European politics
and society has at least three op-
tions: (1) to add a separate section
on women; (2) to supplement the
material in the text with a specialty
reader on gender (such as Loven-

duski & Norris 1993; Kaplan 1992);
or (3) to include topical articles on
women and politics in a course
packet (e.g. Siim 1994; Rule 1987).
While these options expose students
to information about women and
politics, gender issues and relations,

and feminist politics in Europe, they
do not solidly integrate the study of
gender and European politics into
the political science curriculum.

The European politics curriculum
presently neither embraces gender as
an analytical category nor regards it
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as an important object of analysis.
Most political scientists with re-
search specialities in European
countries continue—like their post-
war fathers—to dismiss women and
gender as irrelevant to their re-
search. Textbooks reflect the ab-
sence of gender topics from research
on European politics and policy.
Consider most any recent textbook
on parties, politics, elections, or pol-
icy, and gender issues are at best
afterthoughts. Some texts lack even
this minimal treatment of gender.
Works claiming to be comprehensive
often have a fleeting reference to
these topics.

The small but growing group of
European and U.S. scholars inter-
ested in studying gender-related is-
sues is developing a separate body of
work. Until recently, their studies
were rarely comparative, and their
works were often closely linked to
the feminist politics of a particular
country, limiting usefulness in
courses on comparative European
politics. The development of such
work has been hampered by a di-
lemma: feminist approaches to polit-
ical topics are often based on a criti-
cal view of the male-dominated
power structure. The assumption
that women are subject to, but not
part of, government makes their
place in the study of government
peripheral at best. Also, European
gender studies often use enlarged
definitions of politics that drive
scholars to delve into topics usually
in the domain of other disciplines,
thus separating them further from a
more traditional political science
focus.

There are, therefore, two bodies
of research on. European politics:
feminist and non-feminist. Each
body of work has its theoretical
framework that directs researchers
to the relevant, interesting, and do-
able projects. Today, instructors can
rely on a plentiful literature allowing
the exploration of European politics
from either a feminist or non-femi-
nist perspective, but they do not yet
have a literature that integrates
both.

Because feminist and non feminist
bodies of research are based on sep-
arate theoretical assumptions and
paradigms, their integration will be
possible only when a common

framework is developed. Creating a
common framework requires that
scholars understand the framework
of the other approach and amend
both frameworks to guide the elabo-
ration of questions for inquiry.
There is evidence that researchers
interested in feminist topics are
opening the way for such an inter-
change. If successful, their work will
make gender questions an essential
part of research on a wide range of
topics. Here are my suggestions for
developing the new framework.

Feminist Critiques of the
Liberal State

The feminist critique of the liberal
state centers on the assumption that,
contrary to myths of democratic the-
ory, the state is not a neutral arbiter
of competing interests. Studies of
the rise of the liberal state, inspired
by the work of Carole Pateman
(1988), show the state's foundation
in fundamental assumptions of the
separation of public from private
spheres. Women, relegated to the
private sphere by gender role ideolo-
gies, were not part of the egalitarian
ideology of democratic public life.
Despite two waves of feminist move-
ments in European democratic
states, women have not overcome
this exclusion. From this perspective,
no matter how many anti-discrimina-
tion laws are passed or how much
legislative representation of women
is secured, the state will continue to
maintain women's subordination.

This critique helps to explain why
legal equality in political and civil
rights, enjoyed by most European
women for over half a century, has
not led to equal representation in
the arenas of power. Leaders in
many countries, appealing to grow-
ing gender consciousness in the elec-
torate, have recognized social and
cultural barriers to women's partici-
pation. Every country with more
than token representation in the leg-
islature has some sort of positive
discrimination policy or practice,
whether quotas or goals. These find-
ings provide some raw material for
enriching class discussions of politi-
cal parties, electoral politics, and
representation questions.

There must be more comparative

empirical research if the feminist
critique of liberal democracy is to be
truly synthesized with non-feminist
work. A problem with the feminist
approach to the state is that it has
been part of the debate in the
United States over strategies in the
feminist movement. European social-
ist feminists use the critique to argue
against the U.S. model of equal
rights legislation. The idea that
women are excluded from public
realms rests on the assumption that
male domination is inevitable. But,
there is increasing evidence that the
presence of more and more women
in elected and appointed office has
coincided with changes in policies
that respond to the demands of vari-
ous groups of women. This evidence
challenges the feminist critique,
demonstrates the diversity in wom-
en's interests and activities, and
raises new questions for comparative
study. Are women, with the assis-
tance of quotas, able to gain a stron-
ger foothold on the terrain of the
liberal state? Is there not only more
participation of women in govern-
ment, but also a growing gender
consciousness? Does the liberal
state, with its assumptions of citizen
participation, provide options for
women to express their demands?

Feminist Critiques of the
Welfare State

Feminist studies of the welfare
state have examined the effect of
institutional frameworks created
through the adoption the wide range
of welfare policies. As Leslie Eliason
demonstrates in her essay, some of
the recent work on the welfare state
adapts mainstream conceptual
frameworks to feminist projects;
such work bridges the gap and helps
create an integrated literature. The
goal is to take non-feminist frame-
works for studying European politics
and "infuse" them with gender,
through comparative research (Or-
loff 1993). When regular topics of
study always include learning about
the gendered aspects of politics, we
will have succeeded.
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Comparative State Feminism
"State feminism" is a concept that

originated in studies of the Scandi-
navian welfare state. Scholars posed
their questions regarding policy im-
pact in terms of whether the state,
through its policies, can improve the
status of women. Australian research
has focused more specifically on the
special institutions created by gov-
ernment to further the status of
women. Amy Mazur and I partici-
pate with a group of U.S. and Euro-
pean scholars who study the array of
institutions that governments have
established to be responsible exclu-
sively with improving the status of
women. The objective of this group,
the Research Network on Gender,
Politics and the State (RNGS), is to
determine how these agencies affect
the relationship between women and
the state.

The RNGS project uses classic
comparative methods to study how
institutions and processes work to
advance the status of women. Our
research consists of a conscious ef-
fort to integrate feminist and non-
feminist frameworks and methods
for studying European politics. Our
work is grounded in the recent non-
feminist literature on the state (e.g.
Skocpol 1985) and on recent femi-
nist work on conceptions of the
state, work that defines the state not
as an autonomous entity, but as a
collection of sites and arenas (Prin-
gle and Watson 1992). The first
stage of this research shows evidence
that European states have worked to
realize feminist goals, albeit to vary-
ing degrees, through the addition of
specialized policy machinery (Mazur
and Stetson 1995). As it stands, the
comparative case studies would be
useful to incorporate into a course
on comparative policy in either polit-
ical science or women's studies be-
cause the framework includes con-
cepts, definitions, and assumptions
linking both sides of the divide.

Democratization and Gender
The study of gender relations in

politics and policy reveals that de-

spite decades of equal political
rights, women still have less political
power than men and are less likely
to participate in the decision-making
process. At the same time, the con-
flicts derived from gender relation-
ships have grown. Some maintain
that the greatest social change of the
twentieth century is the feminization
of the work force, which increased
gender consciousness among citizens
and political actors. Political groups
promoting a gender-specific agenda
have successfully fomented gender
conflicts, which for decades had re-
mained private, in the public arenas.
Students of democratization gener-
ally agree that it takes more than
legal rights to make democracies
really work. Rather, it is the institu-
tions and processes of decision-mak-
ing—related to the processes of re-
cruitment and election—that are the
hallmark of democracy. Feminists
have compared the representation of
women to men in institutions and
processes of decision-making in the
so-called stable European democra-
cies. They have concluded that the
work of building democracy is still
underway in Belgium, Britain,
France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, the
Netherlands, Sweden, Norway, Den-
mark, Austria, Spain, Portugal, and
Greece.

Non-feminist democratization lit-
erature helps us examine how states
respond to the expansion of gender
conflict and the rise in gender con-
sciousness. This helps us to under-
stand better the relationship between
society and state institutions and al-
lows us to compare the hierarchy of
conflicts in society with the hierarchy
in state institutions. It quickly be-
comes evident that understanding
gender is essential to a thorough
analysis of European democracies.
Asking questions about gender rep-
resentation through non-feminist
democratic frameworks reformulates
old concepts making them more use-
ful in studying contemporary politics.
It also has the potential of produc-
ing an integrated research base nec-
essary for the effective integration of
gender into the study of European
politics in university curricula.
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